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Short Term Trading Strategies That Work

Short Term Trading Strategies That Work? Thats the problem facing many new traders. Forex is a magnet
for some and overwhelming for others who try it, have bad trades and leave through bad circumstance such
as poor money management, overleveraging

June 6, 2010 - PRLog -- Short Term Trading Strategies That Work?  Thats a good question.  Its easy to get
overwhelmed by the amount of information out there in the market place.

The idea is to keep trading simple ...after all the market price can only move in 1 of three directiions.  Up,
down or sideways!

So why do so many traders lose money trading the markets?  many traders come and go and the market is
full of the littered "bodies" of traders who have come into the markets and failed.  I have been fortunate
enough to join a community of traders that are making money.

Dont believe me?  Go to the website; http://www.proforexroom.com and check the monthly results.  The
month of May was a RECORD month in a month that everyone was glued to the collapsing Euro!

The community is a combination of live chat forum and online webinar with full sound and voice.  We can
see a live professional trader making trades.

This month PFR or proforexroom.com is conducting webinars for new and experienced traders to the
currency markets.   

"We will be having regular webinars to show case our PFR live trading room.  Since inception this year our
room has made money for its members ... month after month".   

PFR is a live trading room.  The webinar will be conducted by Saverio Berlinzani who is head of trading
for PFR.  Saverio who has 20 years trading experience (see http://www.proforexroom.com and click on
about Saverio) will be able to answer anyones questions on getting into trading, about the Currency
markets, trading the forex markets generally, his approaches and trading strategies.   

"This is an ideal opportunity to ask a seasoned trader questions about trading and the style of trading."  PFR
said. 

"We are aiming to offer the webinar every two weeks"  If you want to register simply email your interest to
proforexroom(at)gmail.com  and in the subject header state "Saverio webinar". 

"Theres no obligation following the webinar, in fact, afterwards you might go away with more questions
about your current trading and fine tuning perhaps" 

We also offer a free 14 day pass at our website; http://www.proforexroom.com and new entrants are
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welcome to trial the room for that period obligation free as if they were a fully qualified member.

# # #

Whether your new to currency trading or a seasoned trader, proforexroom is designed to either teach or
follow alongside the traders in the room. Proforexroom is a live currency trading room each day during the
European fx session in English & Italian.
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